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Declaration on Plant Variety Protection and Seed Laws 

from the South-South Dialogue 
Durban, South Africa 

29 November 2015 
 

We, participants at the South-South Dialogue, are members of peasant and civil society organisations 

and concerned individuals from Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe working on issues of food and 

seed sovereignty, peasants’ control of seed production and exchange, and biodiversity. We gathered 

in Durban, South Africa 27-29 November 2015 to share information and knowledge, and to come to a 

common understanding on seed and plant variety protection (PVP) policy and laws and strategies for 

resistance and alternatives in the global South.  

 

We are working in our countries and regions to advance the ongoing global struggle for socially just 

and ecologically sustainable societies, in which farming households and communities have control and 

decision-making power over the production and distribution of food and seed.  

 

Human societies and the seeds we use to produce the food that sustains us have grown symbiotically 

over millennia. Seeds emerged from nature and have been diversified, conserved, nurtured and 

enhanced through processes of human experimentation, discovery and innovation throughout this 

time. Seeds have been improved by means of traditional and cultural knowledge transmitted from 

generation to generation. Seeds are therefore the collective heritage for people serving humanity. 

Peasants and indigenous peoples have always been the custodians and guardians of the collective 

knowledge embedded in the wide diversity of seed that has enabled the development of humankind 

as a species.  

 

However, today capitalist greed poses fundamental threats to the continued conservation, 

reproduction and use of the biological diversity nurtured for all this time. The forced enclosure of land 

and other natural resources and its capture and conversion into private property was one disastrous 

step. This has caused and continues to cause social dislocation and displacement, damaging the social 

fabric of human societies, severing the connection between people and the land, and consolidating 

social, collectively-produced wealth in the hands of the few at the expense of the many. 

 

There is a renewed and stronger assault on seed, agricultural biodiversity heritage and the knowledge 

associated with these. Related law and policy making processes are already far advanced in Europe, 

the United States and other parts of the world and are being imposed on our countries in the South 

through multilateral and bilateral trade and investment agreements. They are based on legal systems 

that permit exclusive rights over seeds on the spurious contention that plant varieties were 

‘discovered’ and improved on. But these ‘discovered’ varieties are the product of the whole history of 

collective human improvements and maintenance carried out by peasants. To assert exclusive rights 

over the whole on the basis of small adjustments is nothing short of outright theft. 

 

Efforts to expand this expropriation to the global South are being pursued aggressively by 

multinational seed and life sciences corporations and their cohorts in state and multilateral 

institutions. This takes the form of a coordinated political and technocratic crusade to impose uniform 

and draconian laws and regulations in favour of intellectual property (IP) rights such as plant variety 

protection (PVP) for private interests, the proliferation of genetically modified (GM) seeds, and 

exclusive recognition and marketing of seed and plant varieties that pass through breeding and 

production systems tightly controlled by economic elites. 
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There are no benefits for peasant and farming households and communities, or for society in general, 

from these developments. In a few short decades – just a small fraction of the time humans have been 

engaged in industrial agriculture – this enclosure of the collective seed heritage has spread virulently 

across the globe. The historical practices of context-specific peasant-managed seed systems we have 

relied on are vilified, denigrated as being backward and obsolete, and criminalised. Farmers are taken 

to court and imprisoned for maintaining the biological base as a living system while seed and food 

corporations make huge profits legitimised by seed and IP laws. 

  

The result is the alarming erosion of agricultural biodiversity and related knowledge, and a deepening 

threat to the sustainable use of the genetic base, and consequently to food production and ecological 

balance, and to humanity. Current seed and IP laws violate the ethos of sharing between farmers, 

which is the backbone of peasant farming systems, seed and people’s sovereignty and the basic 

human right to food.  

 

We cannot stand by passively and watch this legalised dispossession and destruction. We are 

compelled to resist. We declare our commitment to work in alliance with one another, with peasant 

and indigenous peoples’ movements, and with other likeminded civil society organisations and 

individuals, to fight the spread of this aggressive and violent system of domination on the basis of 

autonomy, collective self-organisation, cooperation, sharing, solidarity and mutual respect. 

 

We declare our principled opposition to any form of IP on life forms, seeds and related information or 

exclusive rights to their use. We reject genetic modification and other current and emerging 

proprietary technologies in agriculture as these technologies are built on the disintegration of holistic 

farming systems, the exclusion of farmers from processes of plant breeding and natural resource 

management, and the control of seeds and planting material in the hands of corporate and political 

elites.  

 

We reject the imposition of the World Trade Organization (WTO) on its country members, through the 

Trade Related aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement, to adopt rules allowing the 

privatization of seeds and related knowledge. We reject the International Union for the Protection of 

New Varieties of Plants (UPOV) type laws and other intellectual property regulation on seeds and plant 

varieties. It is also unacceptable that bilateral free trade agreements impose on Southern countries 

intellectual property measures that go beyond the provisions of the WTO. 

 

We are opposed to laws dealing with the marketing and certification of seed. These new seed laws 

undermine peasant seed systems that have been developed locally over generations of farmers and 

are geared towards creating massively increased private sector participation in seed trade. In addition, 

these laws promote only one type of seed breeding. The entire orientation of these seed laws is geared 

towards genetically uniform, commercially bred varieties in terms of seed quality control and variety 

registration. What is very clear is that these laws criminalise the marketing of farmers’ varieties. The 

ultimate aim of these laws is to facilitate new markets for commercial seed companies and the 

occupation by multinationals in the seed sector in the global south and displace and criminalise 

peasant seed systems.  

 

We oppose the fragmentation of genetic information and the divorce of this information from physical 

resources through the Global Information Systems (GIS) such as DivSeek (a global information system 

on genetic sequencing and related knowledge for seed, proposed by the World Bank), since there is 

the possibility of the use of this information expediting the further privatisation of seeds through 

international legal systems.  
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We will fight for laws, policies and public programmes that support and strengthen peasants and 

communities to continue with their diverse and context-specific practices of plant breeding, selection, 

production and distribution. We will fight for a more responsible role for public sector activities based 

on ongoing democratic, participatory and transparent processes of engagement with citizens and 

inhabitants of our countries and regions. We will continue to defend our rights to produce, use, 

exchange and sell all seed and planting material. 

 

We will work to recover, maintain and expand the use of native and local seed, and the revival of 

diverse food cultures as the most effective routes to protect biodiversity. We recognise the irreducible 

diversity that can only be managed through peasant seed production systems and maintained by 

peasants as breeders and users of seed. We believe seeds are the people’s heritage in the service of 

humanity that should be managed collectively, democratically and sustainably. We reaffirm the 

centrality of agricultural producers as the primary stewards of our collective genetic resources, 

especially women peasants who continue to play a direct role in the maintenance and enhancement 

of these resources. We commit to supporting peasant households and communities in their 

stewardship, and to building links with allies, wherever we may find them, to advance the cause of 

food and seed sovereignty. 

 

Organisations: 

• Acción Ecológica – Ecuador 

• Acción por la Biodiversidad – Argentina 

• African Centre for Biodiversity – South Africa 

• Articulación Nacional de Agroecología/Grupo de Trabajo en Biodiversidad 

• Asociación Nacional para el Fomento de la Agricultura Ecológica - ANAFAE- Honduras 

• Commons for EcoJustice – Malawi 

• Earthlife Africa Durban 

• Fahamu Africa 

• Farmers’ Seed Network – China 

• GRAIN 

• Growth Partners Africa 

• Grupo Semillas – Colombia 

• JINUKUN - COPAGEN, Cotonou, Benin 

• Kenya Food Rights Alliance 

• Movimiento de Pequeños Agricultores (MPA) – Brasil 

• Peasant Farmers Association of Ghana 

• PELUM Association Zimbabwe 

• Red de Agrobiodiversidad en la Zona Semiárida de Minas Gerais – Brasil 

• Red de Coordinación en Biodiversidad - Costa Rica 

• Red Nacional para la defensa de la Soberanía Alimentaria en Guatemala, REDSAG - Guatemala 

• Red por una América Latina Libre de Transgénicos 

• Swissaid Guinea-Bissau 

• Zimbabwe Smallholder Organic Farmers Forum (ZIMSOFF) 
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South-South Dialogue Participants 

   

AFRICAAFRICAAFRICAAFRICA    
     

• Benin RRRRene Segbenouene Segbenouene Segbenouene Segbenou    COPAGENCOPAGENCOPAGENCOPAGEN    

• Chad JJJJean Laoukoléean Laoukoléean Laoukoléean Laoukolé    Swiss AidSwiss AidSwiss AidSwiss Aid    

• Ghana VVVVictoria Adongoictoria Adongoictoria Adongoictoria Adongo    Peasant Farmers Association of GhanaPeasant Farmers Association of GhanaPeasant Farmers Association of GhanaPeasant Farmers Association of Ghana    

• Guinea-Bissau CCCCherno Talato Jaloherno Talato Jaloherno Talato Jaloherno Talato Jalo    Swiss AidSwiss AidSwiss AidSwiss Aid    

• Iran AAAAli Razmkhahli Razmkhahli Razmkhahli Razmkhah    CENESTACENESTACENESTACENESTA    

• Kenya DDDDaniel Maingianiel Maingianiel Maingianiel Maingi    Growth Partners AfricaGrowth Partners AfricaGrowth Partners AfricaGrowth Partners Africa    

• Malawi BBBBright M Phiriright M Phiriright M Phiriright M Phiri    Commons for EcoJusticeCommons for EcoJusticeCommons for EcoJusticeCommons for EcoJustice    

• Senegal FFFFahamu ahamu ahamu ahamu DiedhiouDiedhiouDiedhiouDiedhiou    FAHAMUFAHAMUFAHAMUFAHAMU    

• Niger IIIIbrahim Hamadoubrahim Hamadoubrahim Hamadoubrahim Hamadou    Swiss AidSwiss AidSwiss AidSwiss Aid    

• South Africa SSSStephen Greenbergtephen Greenbergtephen Greenbergtephen Greenberg    African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)    

• South Africa MMMMariam Mayetariam Mayetariam Mayetariam Mayet    African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)    

• South Africa GGGGareth Jonesareth Jonesareth Jonesareth Jones    African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)    

• South Africa HHHHaidee Swanbyaidee Swanbyaidee Swanbyaidee Swanby    African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)    

• South Africa RRRRachel Serakwanaachel Serakwanaachel Serakwanaachel Serakwana    African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)    

• South Africa MMMMercia Andrewsercia Andrewsercia Andrewsercia Andrews    Rural Women's AssemblyRural Women's AssemblyRural Women's AssemblyRural Women's Assembly    

• South Africa VVVVanessa Blackanessa Blackanessa Blackanessa Black            

• Tanzania SSSSabrina Masinjilaabrina Masinjilaabrina Masinjilaabrina Masinjila    African Centre for Biosafety African Centre for Biosafety African Centre for Biosafety African Centre for Biosafety (ACB)(ACB)(ACB)(ACB)    

• Zimbabwe GGGGertrude Pswarayiertrude Pswarayiertrude Pswarayiertrude Pswarayi    PELUM ZimbabwePELUM ZimbabwePELUM ZimbabwePELUM Zimbabwe    

• Zimbabwe DDDDelmah Ndlhovuelmah Ndlhovuelmah Ndlhovuelmah Ndlhovu    Zimsoff/La Via Campesina Africa 1Zimsoff/La Via Campesina Africa 1Zimsoff/La Via Campesina Africa 1Zimsoff/La Via Campesina Africa 1    

• Zimbabwe JJJJohn Wilsonohn Wilsonohn Wilsonohn Wilson    
Concerned individual, Zimbabwe Seed Concerned individual, Zimbabwe Seed Concerned individual, Zimbabwe Seed Concerned individual, Zimbabwe Seed 

Sovereignty AllianceSovereignty AllianceSovereignty AllianceSovereignty Alliance    

    

ASIAASIAASIAASIA    

     

• China LLLLisa Zhu Zhenyanisa Zhu Zhenyanisa Zhu Zhenyanisa Zhu Zhenyan    Third World NetworkThird World NetworkThird World NetworkThird World Network    (TWN)(TWN)(TWN)(TWN)    

• India SSSShalini halini halini halini BhutaniBhutaniBhutaniBhutani    ConceConceConceConcerrrrned individual and activistned individual and activistned individual and activistned individual and activist    

• Indonesia MMMMuhammad Raf Rifa’iuhammad Raf Rifa’iuhammad Raf Rifa’iuhammad Raf Rifa’i    
Indonesia Peasant Alliance (Aliansi Petani Indonesia Peasant Alliance (Aliansi Petani Indonesia Peasant Alliance (Aliansi Petani Indonesia Peasant Alliance (Aliansi Petani 

Indonesia Indonesia Indonesia Indonesia ----    API)API)API)API)    

• Malaysia SSSSangeeta Shashikantangeeta Shashikantangeeta Shashikantangeeta Shashikant    Third World Network Third World Network Third World Network Third World Network     

• Mynmar SSSSai Loneai Loneai Loneai Lone    Swiss AidSwiss AidSwiss AidSwiss Aid    
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• Philipines NNNNori Ignacioori Ignacioori Ignacioori Ignacio    SEARICESEARICESEARICESEARICE    

• Philipines LLLLee Arueloee Arueloee Arueloee Aruelo    Third World Network (TWN)Third World Network (TWN)Third World Network (TWN)Third World Network (TWN)    

LATIN AMERICALATIN AMERICALATIN AMERICALATIN AMERICA    
     

• Argentina CCCCarlos Vicentearlos Vicentearlos Vicentearlos Vicente    GRAINGRAINGRAINGRAIN    

• Brazil  GGGGilberto Schneiderilberto Schneiderilberto Schneiderilberto Schneider    MPA MPA MPA MPA     

• Brazil FFFFernanda Monteiroernanda Monteiroernanda Monteiroernanda Monteiro    
National Network on Agroecology (Working National Network on Agroecology (Working National Network on Agroecology (Working National Network on Agroecology (Working 

Group on Biodiversity)Group on Biodiversity)Group on Biodiversity)Group on Biodiversity)    

• Colombia GGGGermán Vélezermán Vélezermán Vélezermán Vélez    Grupo Semillas/ColombiaGrupo Semillas/ColombiaGrupo Semillas/ColombiaGrupo Semillas/Colombia    

• Costa Rica SSSSilvia Rodríguezilvia Rodríguezilvia Rodríguezilvia Rodríguez    
Academic and University Lecturer (School of Academic and University Lecturer (School of Academic and University Lecturer (School of Academic and University Lecturer (School of 

Environmental Sciences)Environmental Sciences)Environmental Sciences)Environmental Sciences)    

• Ecuador EEEElizabeth Bravolizabeth Bravolizabeth Bravolizabeth Bravo    RALLT/Accion EcologicaRALLT/Accion EcologicaRALLT/Accion EcologicaRALLT/Accion Ecologica    

• Guatemala RRRRolando Lemusolando Lemusolando Lemusolando Lemus    REDSAGREDSAGREDSAGREDSAG    

• Honduras OOOOctavio Sanchezctavio Sanchezctavio Sanchezctavio Sanchez    ANAFAEANAFAEANAFAEANAFAE    

    

EUROPEEUROPEEUROPEEUROPE    

     

 

• France 

    

GGGGuy Kastleruy Kastleruy Kastleruy Kastler    

    

Via CaVia CaVia CaVia Campesina, mpesina, mpesina, mpesina, FranceFranceFranceFrance    

• Germany SSSStig Tanzmanntig Tanzmanntig Tanzmanntig Tanzmann    Bread for the WorldBread for the WorldBread for the WorldBread for the World    

• Switzerland FFFFabio Leippertabio Leippertabio Leippertabio Leippert    Swiss AidSwiss AidSwiss AidSwiss Aid    

• Switzerland TTTTina Goetheina Goetheina Goetheina Goethe    Bread for AllBread for AllBread for AllBread for All    

• Switzerland FFFFrançois Meienbergrançois Meienbergrançois Meienbergrançois Meienberg    Berne DeclarationBerne DeclarationBerne DeclarationBerne Declaration    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


